
Go

Smaller in size – not in functionality 

RollerMouse Go offers a compact and wireless iteration of Contour’s renowned central mouse design, easy 
to carry around to work without tension and pain wherever you are located. Its unique rollerbar design 
promotes a more dynamic working posture, ensuring that both hands are comfortably and naturally 
positioned in front of you for cursor navigation. The included black cover provides both wrist support when 
folded and protection during transport.

Whether you’re working remotely, as a travelling consultant, studying, or adapting to flexible work 
environments, the RollerMouse Go is designed to prevent and alleviate tension and discomfort in your body.
 
Full size RollerMouse at the table   
RollerMouse Go Dock converts the compact RollerMouse Go to standard width for optimized wrist rest 
support. The mouse is magnetically attached to the dock, making it simple to dock and undock. Perfect for 
the home office or the permanent office desk.
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RollerMouse Go

CDRMGO10000 0.33305.00 65.00 23.00

PRODUCT CONNECTION ITEM NO. L (mm) W (mm) H (mm) WEIGHT (kg)

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

Accessories

Technical specifications RollerMouse Go

Connectivity  3 options; USB wired, Bluetooth 5.2 or 2,4 G USB receiver

Operating system  Windows and OSX

Software  Free driver for individual customization  (contourdesign.com/drivers)

Buttons  5 programmable buttons

Click resistance  5 levels 

Cursor speed (DPI) 10 levels (600-4000 DPI)

Battery  Lithium rechargeable 2000 mAh (Wireless) 

Battery Lifetime Up to 3 months per charging (Wireless)

Warranty  2 years    

In the box  In the box RollerMouse Go, Cover, Keyboard risers in rubber, User guide, USB charging cable, USB receiver &  

  extender 

Sustainability Sustainability 29% Pre-consumer recycled aluminum. 100% plastic free packaging
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RollerMouse Go Dock

Wireless

0.25390.00 135.00 22.00
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